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Abstract

Development of distributed software systems is complex due to the distribution of
resources, which complicates validation of system-wide functionality. Such systems
include various facets like functionality and distribution which each must be vali-
dated and integrated in the final software solution. Model based techniques advocate
various abstraction approaches to cope with such challenges. To enhance model
based development this paper proposes 1) guidelines for development of distributed
systems, where the different facets are introduced gradually through systematic
modelling extensions; 2) code generation capabilities supporting technology specific
realisations and 3) demonstration of the applicability of our approach using an indus-
trial case study involving the development of a harvest planning system, where the
communication infrastructure paradigm changed late in the project. When develop-
ing this system, we spent most time validating system-wide functionality. The model
extensions allowed an easier change of the underlying communication paradigm,
and code generation supported realisation of the different system representations.

KEYWORDS:
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today many software systems consist of individual applications that need to collaborate via a network infrastructure in order
to achieve a system-wide objective1. Such systems are more challenging to develop than non-distributed ones due to the extra
complexity introduced by distribution of resources that require careful consideration throughout the development process2,3. In
particular, it is more challenging to ensure the dependability of these systems as failures themselves might be distributed4,5.

Since the complexity of the System Under Development (SUD) increases as more facets are introduced (e.g. network com-
munication), it can be an advantage to adopt model-based approaches. These approaches offer techniques to initially abstract
away different facets of the SUD in order to focus on the most important aspects of the system (e.g. the correct functioning of a
system-wide algorithm). Moreover, these techniques can help to ensure that the SUD is behaving according to its specification
as well as to address potential core design issues early in the development process where they are cheaper to correct.

The contributions of our work are used to address challenges related to the development of distributed software systems
by creating models and translating them to code using fully automated code generators. Concretely, the paper contributes the
following:

0Abbreviations: SUD, system under development; VDM, vienna development method; RMI, remote method invocation; Pub/Sub, publish/subscribe
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• first, it proposes guidelines for modelling distributed systems, where the different facets (e.g. the communication
paradigm) are introduced gradually through systematic extensions,

• second, it shows how the code generation capabilities can be extended based on the modelling extensions and

• third, it exemplifies the approach using an industrial case study involving the development of a harvest planning system.

The guidelines presented in this paper support the development of distributed software systems using model-based techniques
that rely on code generation for creating the implementation of the SUD. Concretely, the guidelines propose to gradually and
systematically introduce the SUD facets more abstractly in the software model, while extending code generators to support real-
isation efforts of these additions. This enables the model to capture different SUD facets that focus on the core system properties
abstractly, while allowing its realisation to be addressed more generally with respect to a specific implementation technology.
The latter enables future reuse for a new software product with similar requirements. Moreover, code generation reduces the
efforts needed to realise the model and decreases the chances of introducing inconsistencies in the software implementation
due to manual translation of the model into code.

At the modelling level, as part of the proposed guidelines, we extend upon an existing methodology proposed by Larsen et al.
for modelling distributed systems based on the Vienna Development Method (VDM)6. Their methodology focuses on abstract
modelling, but without considering different communication paradigms nor automation of model realisation. Nevertheless,
their methodology proposes to evolve software models systematically as a way to support sound transition between SUD
representations, which is similar to our approach. In addition, we focus on bridging the gap between models and software
implementations through systematic extension of code generators. Such an approach is used by a given code generator to realise
the omitted implementation details for a certain facet of the SUD such as the communication paradigm. In this context, we report
the experiences we have gained from applying the described development approach in an industrial setting. Additionally, we
discuss how gradually extending an abstract model enables technology independent reasoning, while code generator extensions
allow one to target a specific implementation technology. In particular, this approach supports both reuse of model and code
generator extensions for future software product development, in contrast to tailoring a solution for the current SUD specifically.

In this paper, we demonstrate our approach and explain how it has supported the development of an industrial harvest planning
system from the agricultural domain. This product encompasses an arbitrary number of vehicles (harvesters and grain carts)
that collaborate in order to achieve various system-wide objectives such as minimising the time it takes to harvest a field or
reduce soil compaction. The network infrastructure was changed late in this project from using direct communication (vehicle-
to-vehicle) to indirect communication (vehicle-to-server-to-vehicle). This facet changed due to a request from the company
responsible for defining the system requirements (AGCO A/S). In this paper, we describe how our approach can be used to
deal with such challenges. Specifically, having a clear separation of concerns (e.g. between functionality and distribution) made
it easier to evolve the model and add new code generation extensions once a new facet was introduced. Although our work
relies on VDM and tools developed for this particular formalism, our approach is general enough to be used together with other
modelling notations suitable for developing distributed systems.

This paper is organised as follows. First, Section 2 introduces the adopted modelling notation and the code generation features
supporting them. Next, Section 3, presents the proposed approach. Afterwards, Section 4 describes the experiences gained from
using the approach to develop a harvest planning system. Then Section 5 describes related work and finally, Section 6 concludes
and presents future plans.

2 ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

This section describes how a systematic extension of an existing modelling notation can be supported by code generation.
Section 2.1 introduces the relevant modelling constructs and extensions of VDM together with related analysis capabilities.
Section 2.2, afterwards, discusses how code generation supports realisation efforts.

2.1 The Vienna Development Method
VDM is one of the most well-established modelling techniques for development of software systems7. This method enables
analysis of a SUD by providing a wide range of techniques, ranging from animation to mathematical proof in order to validate
a model against the desired system properties. The notation has been gradually extended over time in a systematic manner8.
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Today three dialects exist each supporting a different facet of a SUD: VDM-SL9 facilitates functional modelling of sequential
systems. VDM++10 extends VDM with object-orientation and concurrency. Finally, VDM-RT, further extends VDM++ with
constructs for describing real-time computations11 and distributed system architectures12,13.

In this paper, we use the VDM-RT dialect as it supports modelling and analysis of distributed software architectures.
Figure 1 shows the various modelling constructs in a VDM-RT model: an object, instantiated from a class, is deployed to a CPU,
which can be connected to other CPUs using BUSes. In VDM-RT hardware architecture is described using a special system
class, which is used to define the nodes (CPUs) and network (BUSes) facets that form the distributed system. Consequently
this introduces a systematic separation between functionality and distribution, since objects (which capture functionality) are
deployed to nodes inside the system definition (which captures distribution).

FIGURE 1 Overview of modelling a distributed architecture in VDM-RT

In VDM-RT the system definition enables one to describe direct communication between objects independently of their
deployment using Remote Method Invocation (RMI). In a distributed system the deployment of objects determines if an invo-
cation is either local or remote, as shown in Figure 2: object a invoking object b is a local call, while a invoking object c is a
remote call. VDM-RT is both location and distribution transparent. The former requires that both local and remote invocation
are transparent at the application level, while the latter follows when the additional complexities of distribution are hidden, i.e.
deployment of objects is only visible inside the system definition. Hence this allows designers to consider a distributed sys-
tem holistically, while during simulation, the distinction between each call is handled by the VDM-RT interpreter14. Therefore,
trying to access an object for which no bus connection exists causes the interpreter to raise an error. However, although cer-
tain aspects are abstracted away at the modelling level, a code generator must account for this when targeting a specific RMI
technology, as described in Section 2.2.1.

FIGURE 2 Example of local and remote communication between the objects a, b and c

Inspired by the direct communication extensions described above, we added support for modelling of Publish/Subscribe
(Pub/Sub) systems15,16 by designing a corresponding VDM library as an extension – see Figure 3 . Compared to Pub/Sub
systems, there is no need to add new modelling constructs to VDM-RT for direct communication, since an RMI based distributed
system is already supported by the system extension. The Pub/Sub paradigm describes in-direct communication among peers,
and can be described by the three actors Publisher, Subscriber and Event Service, as shown in Figure 4: A Publisher can push
a Message consisting of a Topic and the data payload Data, to the Event Service. A Subscriber can register itself to a Topic
of interest in order to receive Data about that topic. An Event Service defines the uniform message structure of Message, and
forwards data to the interested Subscribers. Basically, the Event Service is an intermediate layer that manages communication
between Publishers and Subscribers.
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FIGURE 3 Overview of Pub/Sub library within VDM modelling

FIGURE 4 Publish/Subscribe architecture with a centralised Event Service acting as a broker

Figure 3 shows that the Pub/Sub library is an additional modelling layer that provides two classes, EventService and
Subscriber, for modelling the Pub/Sub actors indicated by their names. Note that the functionality for publishing is encap-
sulated inside the EventService class. This allows one to establish a holistic view of a SUD intended to be a Pub/Sub
system, and hence validate it accordingly before proceeding to the realisation phase. In particular, for this model extension the
EventService describes types and functionality. For example, Listing 1 shows abstract types used in the Pub/Sub library:
The Topic type is defined as a text string (i.e. a sequence of characters). The Data type is modelled as a union of all
types (e.g. expressed as ? in VDM), since the Event Service unifies all data types. These two types are encapsulated inside a
Message record containing two fields for the topic and the data. Furthermore, the type SubMap describes a mapping from
subscribers to the set of topics each individual subscriber has subscribed to. In this model, various message delivery policies
(including their update frequency), such as the one shown in Listing 2, can be described. This library also enables reasoning
about various architectures based on the Pub/Sub paradigm, such as having several brokers instead of a centralised one. Then,
as an example, it can be checked that a topic exists at least in one broker and that the same topic has not been added to more
than one broker. Generally, having an abstract model enables reasoning about the core system properties and requirements of a
Pub/Sub-based software system17.�
...
types
public Topic = seq of char;
public Data = ?;
public Message :: topic : Topic

data : Data;
public SubMap = map Subscriber to set of Topic
...
� �

Listing 1: Publish/Subscribe types inside the EventService class

�
...
public static notify : () ==> ()
notify () ==
(

for m in buffer do
for all s in set dom subMap do

if exists t in set subMap(s) then
s.notify(m.topic, m.data);

buffer := [];
)

...
� �
Listing 2: Notification of each subscriber for a specific topic inside the EventService class
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Finally, the Subscriber class, shown in Listing 3, acts as an interface (in form of an abstract class). The class extending
Subscriber is responsible for implementing the asynchronous notification (in this example) from an EventService.
Consequently, core properties of a Pub/Sub system are captured, as well as more specific details, such as how data should be
delivered to subscribers. Furthermore, a code generator can exploit this Subscriber design to target a concrete Pub/Sub
technology, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.�
class Subscriber

operations
public async notify : EventService‘Topic * ? ==> ()
notify(t,d) == is subclass responsibility;

end Subscriber
� �
Listing 3: The Subscriber class

2.2 Code Generation and Network Technologies
For code generation it is important to support systematic extensions, similar to the modelling ones presented above. As we
consider systems that are modelled in VDM and implemented in Java, we extend the Overture tool’s18 VDM-to-Java code
generator, referred to as VDM2Java19,20. The two subsections below present different ways to transition from model to code
in a distributed setting with respect to the two extensions above, where VDM2Java provides the functional code generation
support. In Section 2.2.1, the code generator emits technology specific code to implement details omitted in the system
definition. In Section 2.2.2, the code generator exploits the standardised Pub/Sub VDM library interfaces in order to target a
specific implementation technology.

2.2.1 Direct Communication - Remote Method Invocation
As part of earlier work, we developed a code generator that translates VDM-RT models to distributed Java RMI applica-
tions in order to support VDM-RT distribution features such as remote calls21. This code generator, which is an extension
of VDM2Java, generates code that enables objects to communicate remotely once deployed to the different network nodes
representing the VDM-RT CPUs. The RMI code generator has showed that it can be an advantage to develop automated tool
support that targets a specific implementation technology. As an example, Java RMI, being an implementation technology,
only supports location transparency, since each application obtains references to its remote objects before it starts executing.
For this reason, the RMI code generator represents each CPU as a separate application that includes an initialisation algorithm
(for obtaining references to remote objects) as well as an execution entry point. This allows developers to focus on high-level
software architecture, while the translation to a concrete implementation technology can be automated.

2.2.2 In-direct Communication - Publish/Subscribe
At the modelling level the Pub/Sub library is independent of any concrete technology, and supports reasoning about desired
system properties. However, eventually the Pub/Sub model is realised using a concrete implementation technology. The Pub/Sub
code generator achieves this by replacing the VDM library components (e.g. the Subscriber) with their counter parts
available in some Pub/Sub technology. This process is depicted in Figure 5which shows that a model can be realised using
different Pub/Sub technologies, while still having functional code (behaviour defined by the modeller) emitted by the same
code generator (VDM2Java).

During the code generation process the tool implements the Pub/Sub library classes, EventService and Subscriber,
using technology specific code. An example of this is the Eclipse Paho Pub/Sub technology22, which is used for implementing
the harvest planning system described in Section 4. The generated class Subscriber, for example, is updated to use the
Eclipse Paho Pub/Sub technology as shown in Listing 4. Furthermore, notice how the callback mechanism (referenced via the
callBack object reference) invokes the notify method upon arrival of a message (see Listing 3). For such code generation
it is essential that only the body of a method changes, while the interface is kept the same, since the rest of the generated model
relies on this for interaction. Consequently, in the VDM model all classes inheriting from Subscriber, automatically become
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FIGURE 5 Different implementation options for the same VDM Pub/Sub library

Paho subscribers in the implementation. Furthermore, as can be observed in Figure 5, this approach allows one to change the
underlying Pub/Sub framework run-time, if desired.�
...
MqttCallback callBack = new MqttCallback() {

...
public void messageArrived(String s, MqttMessage mqttMessage) throws Exception {

notify(s, mqttMessage); // Point to the sub class function notify()
}
...

}

public Subscriber() {
... // Omitted set-up code for the client

client.setCallback(callBack);
}

public abstract void notify(final String t, final Object d);
...
� �

Listing 4: The Subscriber class as shown in Listing 3 implemented using the Eclipse Paho Pub/Sub technology

3 SUGGESTED APPROACH

This section presents the three main activities of our development approach: abstract modelling, code generation and validation.
In addition, we report our personal experiences gained from performing these activities, which draw upon our own practices
for tool development. Below we discuss the essence of each activity and considerations concerning modelling and tool usage.
The application of the approach, which is exemplified using the harvest planning system, is presented in Section 4.

An overview of the approach and the relation between the different activities is illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, the initial
model M1 is realised as implementation C1 using code generator CG1. Afterwards, model M1 evolves to model M2 (with a new
facet), which is translated to implementation C2 using an extension of CG1, i.e. CG1 + CG2. Moreover, note that Figure 6
considers validation both horizontally and vertically. While horizontal verification considers the correctness of the model as
it evolves (which is product specific), vertical validation considers the correctness of the code generation translation (which is
tool specific). Figure 6 shows one evolution, but in general there can be many evolutions.

3.1 Abstract Modelling
The main objective of the abstract modelling activity is to capture behaviour according to the requirements of the SUD. A more
abstract model of software initially seeks to omit technical details. Still, a model must be sufficiently detailed in order to not
become a limiting factor in terms of reasoning. In general this activity is specific to the SUD, and which aspects the model
needs to capture. Hence the level of detail depends on the purpose of the model, and Section 4 presents how abstract modelling
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FIGURE 6 General overview of the approach

is used during the development activities of our industrial case study using the approach presented in this section. Additionally,
Section 2, as an example, shows how two communication paradigms are modelled abstractly in VDM.

Adding a new extension in a systematic manner, such that it becomes a pure extension, makes both the notation and code
generation clearer and reusable. As an example, consider the RMI and Pub/Sub additions for VDM presented in Section 2.
The purpose of RMI is solely to support holistic reasoning about software architectures in order to achieve more flexibility
compared to actual technologies for network communication (like Java RMI). Hence a suitable design can be conceptualised
without additional low-level considerations such as system-wide initialisation. This is the case for the Pub/Sub extension,
which changes the underlying communication paradigm for a distributed system model. Nevertheless, this library supports a
clean transition to a model that uses indirect communication. Both the RMI and Pub/Sub extensions enable one to capture core
system properties, which can be used to guide technical decisions. Still, these extensions remain suitable choices for realisation
automation purposes as discussed below.

3.2 Code Generation
The main objective of the code generation activity is translating a model to an implementation. Following our approach, such
capabilities have a close relationship to the modelling extensions as these are responsible for aiding realisation of the omitted
technology details. For this reason it is essential to have a platform that reduces the effort needed to develop code generation fea-
tures. We have developed such a platform for Overture19,23, which has been used to target a wide range of technologies such as
Java19 and C24. Furthermore, VDM2Java supports fully automated translation of VDMUnit tests to equivalent JUnit25 tests. In
this way the model tests can be readily reused to validate the implementation of the model. In addition, the code generation plat-
form has been used to target technologies for contract-based software design26, specifically the Java Modelling Language27, and
.NET Code Contracts28. Other notations may benefit from such a platform for developing similar code generation extensions.

To exemplify our use of code generation extensions, consider the Java RMI and Pub/Sub technologies discussed in Section 2,
which both use VDM2Java to generate core functionality. The Java RMI code generator achieves this by producing Java code
based on user-defined classes. In addition, this code generator analyses the system definition in order to produce additional
Java RMI code that enables remote communication as explained in Section 2.2.1. For the Pub/Sub approach, on the other
hand, the key aspect is the interfaces defined in the Pub/Sub library classes. As described in Section 2.2.2, the translation is
achieved by changing corresponding library components with technology specific representations. Hence both the RMI and
Pub/Sub approaches help to streamline development and promote future reuse. This is essential when software products must
target various technologies. In that case, time may be better spent developing model code generators in order to avoid redoing
implementation work for every software product.

3.3 Validation
During product development the validation activity is used to ensure that the SUD requirements are met. Below we discuss
validation from a horizontal and a vertical perspective.
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3.3.1 Horizontal Validation
As the initial model should capture the core requirements, each model evolution is required to exhibit equivalent behaviour,
see Figure 6. However, while usage of different system models enables one to gradually comprehend complexity, it also brings
challenges from a maintenance and a validation perspective. For example, when a sequential model is extended to include
distribution, it must be ensured that the new model faithfully represents the original model. Such guarantees can be achieved in
two ways: On one hand, formal proof techniques might be applied29. Such an approach, however, might be impractical or too
costly for large-scale systems. On the other hand, a more pragmatic approach can be to show that each version of an abstract
model passes the same tests. The choice is based on the validation requirements of the SUD.

3.3.2 Vertical Validation
As argued above, use of code generators help reduce the chances of introducing inconsistencies in the implementation due to
manual translation of model into code. Therefore, in order to obtain confidence in the correctness of the translation, the code
generators themselves must be validated. However, since the code generation translation rules implemented in VDM2Java are
not formally defined additional measures must be taken in order to ensure the correctness of the code produced using this code
generator. One way to achieve this is using the test generation feature described in Section 3.2. Using this feature, all the model
tests can be used to validate the different system realisations as discussed further in Section 4.

To clarify, the validation activity does not necessarily seek to formally prove the correctness of the implementation (i.e. to
formally prove that the implementation is a refinement of the formal model). Instead, we take a more pragmatic approach:
as explained in Section 4, we use unit testing to validate the generated code. Alternatively, we could have verified the code
generator formally, which would require substantially more effort. Either option can be applied within the suggested approach.

Finally, note that for our approach the language used for writing tests remains the same across models since VDM-RT is an
extension of VDM++. Therefore, the VDM++ tests can also be used to test the evolution of the model (which is specified using
VDM-RT). However, additional tests should be added in order to validate new elements introduced by the new model (e.g.
publishers).

4 INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY: THE HARVESTING PLANNING SYSTEM

This section describes how the approach covered in Section 3 has supported the development of the harvest planning system
throughout the various stages of development. First, Section 4.1 provides a brief introduction to the system. Then Section 4.2
describes how various facets of this software product were gradually introduced as part of the abstract modelling activity.
Afterwards, Section 4.3 discusses to which extent code generation improved transitioning from model to code. Specifically, the
challenges related to supporting a model facet in a code generation extension, which varies according to the implementation
technology being targeted. Finally, Section 4.4 describes how the system was validated.

4.1 Overview of the Harvest Planning System
The industrial case study addresses the logistics of harvesting processes, as illustrated in Figure 7. In agriculture better utilization
of resources as well as optimised farming has become essential due to a higher food demand, an increasing population and
limited land suitable for cropping. The United Nations estimates that the world population will exceed 9.7 billions by 2050 and
11.2 billions by 210030. Consequently, much effort has already been invested into optimising the performance and capabilities
of the machinery, which is reaching its feasible physical limits. This case study, which is part of a research project called Off-line
and on-line logistics planning of harvesting processes, aims to optimise harvest operations on a tactical and operational level.
This goal of this is to improve the overall utilisation and efficiency off all involved resources. In this paper we focus mostly
on the challenges related to the development of the harvest planning system. Details on how the system optimises harvesting
operations using strategy-based simulation is described in earlier work31.

The harvest planning system targets optimisation of the entire logistics chain as illustrated in Figure 7 , including in-field
logistics, on-road logistics, grain conditioning, and storage. In this figure, a harvester and a grain cart use OnTheGo unloading
to move the yield to a truck located outside the field. The choice of unloading strategy is indicated using the start and stop
markers in the figure. Afterwards, the truck will move the yield to the storage facility shown at the top of the figure. Information
about the harvest operation for each vehicle such as the route plans and the expected unloading times are added as an overlay
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FIGURE 7 Overview of the logistics of a harvest operation

TABLE 1 Lines of VDM and Java, and number of test cases comprising the system (# stands for “number of”).

#VDM lines #Java lines #Tests-cases
Manual Auto Total

Functional 7700 4000 10700 14700 120
RMI 7750 4200 11300 15500 120
Pub/Sub 8000 4500 10650 15150 130

on the harvest visualisation. The coordination and calculation of vehicle plans is managed by the Event Service as indicated
using the arrows. However, in this paper, we only consider in-field logistics, such as route plan optimisation for harvesters and
grain carts, in order to exemplify our approach.

Usually a farming process starts by planning the harvest of a field for a given a set of resources (e.g. harvesters, grain carts,
a storage facility), in order to achieve certain objectives (e.g. harvest the field as fast as possible). The plans are then evaluated
based on a number of optimisation criteria such as cost, time, and soil compaction, some of which are in conflict.

In this case study the various vehicles are operated by human drivers. Hence the system has to ensure proper distribution
of information to the operators of the vehicles during the harvest. In particular, the focus is on planning and supervision of
the overall process. However, in the future the vehicles could be autonomous (self-driving), but currently the model does not
account for this.

The SUD consists of various facets that must be considered, including (re-)planning algorithms, vehicles with distinct roles,
and the software and communication architectures. Considering these gradually can support a clearer development as well
as easier change of an existing facet, as discussed further below. This SUD, in particular, has functionality for both initial
and dynamic (re-)planning (i.e. during the harvest). In this context, the former is an Off-line simulation-based Planning Tool
developed to offer decision support for the farm manager in order to explore the outcome of a harvest with alternative resources
and optimisation strategies. The latter is an On-line Guidance System that uses the same underlying optimisation strategies, but
provides real-time guidance to the operators of the vehicles during the harvest.

The development approach enabled us to gradually comprehend system-wide objectives as well as reusing concepts for the
SUD. Figure 8 provides an overview of the approach as applied for our case study. The upper dashed rectangle captures the
abstract modelling activities, while the lower one contains the various SUD implementations. In particular, notice how code
generation enables transitioning from model to code, while tests are used for validation at both levels of abstraction as discussed
in Section 4.4. Furthermore, Table 1 summarises the size of each model in terms of lines of VDM and Java code, including the
number of test cases. It shows a quantitative measure of the models and code in each step, while the refinement efforts using our
approach are described below. Generally, we spent most of the time modelling and validating system-wide functionality, while
the model extensions allowed an easier change of the underlying communication paradigm. Finally, note that both the generated
RMI and Pub/Sub implementations required minor manual additions in the final SUD integration process, as described in
Section 4.3.
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FIGURE 8 Overview of the applied approach for the industrial case study

4.2 Abstract Modelling
During abstract modelling we focus on core functionality derived from requirements, and gradually incorporate them in the
model. Besides the model artefacts, shown in Figure 8, abstract modelling considers various test cases. The modelling activities
span three phases (see Figure 8) as described below:

Model 1 (M1) - Non-distributed Planning System: Modelling of functionality in order to simulate and validate the optimi-
sation algorithms in a non-distributed setting.

Model 2 (M2) - RMI-based Planning System: Modelling of the SUD architecture by transforming M1 to a distributed system
model M2 based on RMI.

Model 3 (M3) - Pub/Sub-based Planning System: Modelling of the SUD architecture by transforming M1 to a distributed
system model M3 based on Pub/Sub.

In this paper we focus on core functionality and the communication architecture of the models. In addition, the models also
capture the interface to the communication infrastructure, which we choose to omit to focus on the main contributions of this
paper. Nevertheless, it is important to note that this part of the model plays an important role when moving from a functional
model towards a specific communication architecture.

4.2.1 M1: Non-distributed Planning System
The goal of using M1 is to validate core SUD functionality, which enables farm managers to plan and evaluate the logistics
of harvest operations. Furthermore, farm managers must be able to simulate harvest operations using different optimisation
strategies and resources (e.g. harvesters and grain carts). The abstract model enables us to confirm that the optimisation algo-
rithms meet all system-wide functional and non-functional requirements. To name a few examples of the former, all crops must
be harvested and moved to the storage by the end of the harvest operation. As another example, at least one grain chart must
be assigned to each harvest unload. As an example of a non-functional requirement, re-planning must be triggered within ten
seconds of a vehicle deviating from the current plan (for example due to discrepancies between estimated and actual yield).

The initial model M1 captures the overall SUD structure even though everything is not implemented in VDM. Specifically,
this model also interacts with manually written Java code which is used for parts of the optimisation algorithms such as a bee
colony algorithm32 as explained further below.
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The VDM tests help to ensure that the SUD functions correctly as it evolves. For example, various VDM test cases have been
created to validate the bee colony algorithm for different fields, resources and choices of unloading strategies. Moreover, VDM
contracts (i.e. pre and post conditions, and invariants) support validation of various functional requirements, such as ensuring
that at least one grain chart shall be assigned to each harvest unload. If this requirement is not being met, the VDM interpreter
will raise an error reporting the issue.

The structure of M1 is illustrated using the class diagram shown in Figure 9. The main components of this diagram are as
follows:

Harvi: Responsible for creating plans for each of the individual vehicles and unload coordinators.

Resource: Models the system-wide resources: there must be exactly one Storage, at least one Harvester, and any number
of GrainCarts. A GrainCart is responsible for transferring harvested crops (received from the Harvester) to the
Storage, which is located outside the Field.

UnloadCoordinator: Responsible for coordination of unloading of yield (or harvested crops) between Resources. Further-
more, the UnloadCoordinator ensures properties about the amount of yield transferred between Resources using
system-wide yield tracking.

UnloadStrategy: A base class for unload strategies used by grain carts. The UnloadStrategy makes decisions based on
trade-offs between soil compaction (caused by in-field transportation), available grain cart resources, and overall harvest
time. This class is specified using the strategy pattern33 and currently offers the following (concrete) strategies:

• SinglePoint unloading prohibits the use of grain carts by forcing the harvester to unload directly into the
storage.

• Headland unloading restricts the grain carts to move in the headland area of the field.

• OnTheGo unloading allows grain carts to move everywhere in the field. However, most importantly, this strategy
enables transferring of yield from the harvester to the grain cart while the harvester is harvesting the field.

TrackSeqStrategy: Models the optimisation algorithm used for route planning of the harvesters. A range of track sequence
strategies is available, some of which are dependent on the choice of unload strategy. The simplest example of a track
sequence strategy is ContinuousFlow, which (naively) proposes to harvest a field from one end to the other, a row at
a time, without performing any optimisation.

Field: The field is represented using a graph (consisting of edges and vertices) and implemented in Java using a standard library
for graphs34 for performance reasons. The model interacts with this component via Overture’s VDM-to-Java bridge,
which enables combined execution of VDM and Java35. In this way, frequent calculations of (say) the shortest path a
grain cart has to travel to meet with a harvester at an unload point can be performed more efficiently using compiled code
(compared to VDM which is an interpreted language).

Log: One of the outputs of a model simulation is a log file that captures all events that occurred during the harvest simulation.
The content of the log file enables visualisation of the harvest operation on a satellite map overlaid with the graph of the
field. The log visualiser is developed as a separate Java application.

To summarise, model M1 helped capturing the overall structure of the optimisation and simulation capabilities, and integrate
the manually developed Java code (e.g. the field graph). In addition, contract-based design was used to ensure the internal con-
sistency of the model. Finally, unit testing and integration testing were used to validate the functional model. As discussed in
Section 3.3.1, depending on the requirements of the SUD, it can be acceptable to use testing for validation. Once the farm man-
ager has found a set of input parameters that produce an acceptable outcome, using the Off-line system (M1), these parameters
can be exported to the On-line system (M2 and M3), and employed during the harvest.

4.2.2 M2: RMI-based Guidance System - Direct Communication
Initially, the purpose of the On-line Guidance System is to support vehicle operators in following the initial plan created
using the Off-line system. However, if a vehicle breaks down during a harvest, the On-line system removes this resource, and
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FIGURE 9 Class diagram of the sequential VDM model

calculates and assigns new route plans to the remaining vehicles. Therefore, the On-line Guidance System is a distributed
system as it is responsible for managing a fleet of vehicles. Consequently model M2 must account for communication between
vehicles during the harvest. To achieve this, each vehicle is equipped with a smart device that enables the driver to receive
information about upcoming events and routes, which is similar to the way GPS systems in cars work. Available process data
like harvested crops and position information about vehicles is continuously collected. This makes it possible for the On-line
system to detect and act upon deviations by initiating the re-planning routine, if necessary.

The system class defined in M2 instantiates the architecture that enables vehicles to communicate directly with one another.
For this phase, we have used the modelling methodology for developing distributed systems proposed by Larsen et al.6 in
order to gradually extend the model towards a distributed setting. In particular, the main step of this phase is to define the
communication architecture, as specified in Listing 5. In this listing, the system class DistributedHarvest defines the
deployment of resources to computing nodes (CPUs) and the BUS connections between them.�
system DistributedHarvest
instance variables
public static h : Harvester := new Harvester(...);
public static gc : GrainCart := new GrainCart(...);
public static e : Harvi := new Harvi(h, gc, ...);
...
cpu1 : CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 10E6);
cpu2 : CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 10E6);
cpu3 : CPU := new CPU(<FP>, 10E6);
bus : BUS := new BUS(<FCFS>, 100E3, {cpu1, cpu2, cpu3});

operations
DistributedHarvest: () ==> DistributedHarvest
DistributedHarvest() ==
(

cpu1.deploy(gc,"GrainCart");
cpu2.deploy(h,"Harvester");
cpu3.deploy(e,"Engine");
...

);
end DistributedHarvest
� �

Listing 5: The system class defined in M2

Adding support for on-line guidance required replacing simulated data with real-time data acquisition. Hence in order to
support this without altering the existing simulation capabilities M1 (illustrated in Figure 9) was extended as shown in Figure
10 . Specifically, the new version of the model includes both simulation and live (real-time) versions of all resources and
unload coordinators. Furthermore, note that the execution engine Harvi is extended with a live version as well. This is more
of a practical concern, as it makes model updates periodic in order to limit the communication between the execution engine
(Harvi) and the vehicles. However, the rest of M1 (e.g. strategies, optimisation algorithms, and the field graph) remains the
same.
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FIGURE 10 Hierarchy diagram for the live model components

To summarise, two main tasks have been carried out during this phase. Specifically, the model has been updated to consider
distributed communication (by transforming the VDM++ model to VDM-RT), and the SUD has been changed to allow use of
real-time data (instead of simulated input).

4.2.3 M3: Pub/Sub-based Guidance System - In-direct communication
Due to a request from AGCO A/S, the underlying network infrastructure had to be changed to use Pub/Sub based communi-
cation. Consequently, we revisited model M1 in order to extend the SUD to use this communication paradigm instead of RMI.
Since the Pub/Sub paradigm uses both in-direct and asynchronous calls, creating M3 required more substantial efforts compared
to adding support for RMI (in M2).

The VDM Pub/Sub library presented in Section 2.2.2 is used when evolving M1 (see class digram in Figure 9 ) into
M3, as shown in Figure 11 . Note that all resources and unload coordinators implement the Subscriber interface and
use the EventService to publish messages and subscribe to topics. Listing 6 further provides an example of how the
HarvesterLive class is modified in order to subscribe to real-time load levels. In addition, Listing 7 shows how the route
is published by a vehicle such that it can be displayed to the driver.
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FIGURE 11 Class diagram showing the structure of M3
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class HarvesterLive is subclass of Harvester
...
public HarvesterLive : token * real * real * real * real * Position ==> HarvesterLive
HarvesterLive(pId, pCap, pUnRate, pWorkSpd, pTravelSpd, pPos) ==
(
EventService‘subscribe(self, Topics‘loadLevelTopic(pId));
...

);

public async notify : EventService‘Topic * ? ==> ()
notify(t,d) ==
(
if t = Topics‘loadLevelTopic(id) then
(

let load = Topics‘convert2LoadLevel(d) in
if load <> nil then

setLoadLevel(load)
)
...

);

sync
mutex(getLoadLevel, setLoadLevel);

end HarvesterLive
� �
Listing 6: Incorporation of the Pub/Sub library - example of subscribing

�
class Vehicle is subclass of Resource
...
public setRoute : Route ==> ()
setRoute (newRoute) ==
(
EventService‘publish(Topics‘routeTopic(id), Topics‘convertRoute(newRoute));

);
...
� �

Listing 7: Incorporation of the Pub/Sub library - example of publishing

In M3 each vehicle subscribes to relevant topics by passing itself to the EventService along with a specific topic of
interest. In order to simplify the model, the Topics class is used to generate topic strings and converting between Messages
and other data structures. Moreover, the notify operation implements the callback that handles all incoming messages. This
operation is asynchronous and accesses state. Therefore, all operations that access the instance variables are constrained using
a mutex in order to avoid race conditions (see Listing 6 for an example of this).

Compared to model M2, where the application deployed to each vehicle (i.e. the CPUs) communicates directly with other
vehicles, M3 models a centralised system that uses the Pub/Sub paradigm. Furthermore, the decoupling between devices is
evident, as all communication goes through the EventService broker. Finally, it is worth noting that although the model
modifications needed to introduce Pub/Sub based communication were more substantial than those required to create M2, the
core algorithms remain unchanged.

4.3 Code Generation
Below we describe the experiences we have gained from using code generation to realise the SUD. In particular, we discuss
how the various SUD implementations C1, C2 and C3, shown in Figure 8 , have been obtained. In this context code C1
provides the functionality for the distributed system implementations C2 and C3. In addition, Figure 8 shows the various
code generation extensions. The functional model is implemented using VDM2Java, which is represented using CG1. From
this code generator we create two extensions CG2 and CG3 in order to generate implementations that use RMI and Pub/Sub
communication, respectively. For model-to-code validation purposes VDM2Java is further extended to support generation of
JUnit tests as described above (CG4). As discussed in Section 4.4, this test generation feature enables one to reuse the VDM
tests for validating all the system implementations.
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4.3.1 C1: Java
In addition to the generated code, C1 consists of manually written Java components that are used for route calculations as
described in Section 4.2.1. At the modelling level, the manually written code is therefore connected to M1 using Overture’s
VDM-to-Java bridge to enable combined execution of VDM and Java. However, when C1 is produced, VDM2Java ensures
that the generated code, which forms the backbone of both the Off-line and On-line systems, is integrated seamlessly with the
manually produced code before a new facet of the SUD is introduced.

4.3.2 C2: Java RMI
M2 is realised using the VDM-RT to Java RMI code generator, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. This code generator is an extension
of VDM2Java that adds support for distributed RMI communication and enables automatic deployment of objects in each
application. From a development perspective, this extensions adds an extra step to the code generation process that analyses
the model and emits additional code to handle remote calls. This extra step is implemented using Overture’s code generation
platform as described above. Moreover, CG2 ensures that each application obtains references to its remote objects by generating
an initialisation algorithm based on the system definition such as that shown in Listing 5. In this listing, the Harvi instance
e must obtain references to objects h and gc after these objects have been initialised within their own application.

In order to achieve real-time data acquisition, the model is connected to an external GUI application called the LiveSystem
that every vehicle is equipped with. The LiveSystem uses the Model-View-Control design pattern36 to handle user input
and display status information to the operator. In addition, the LiveSystem is connected to the other vehicles in order to
obtain real-time information about the harvest operation. The distributed model and the LiveSystem share data through a
DataBuffer as shown in Figure 12. This allows the model to push route updates to the vehicles and acquire real-time data.
Moreover, Figure 12 shows a combined high-level class diagram of the generated part of the LiveSystem (C2), the shared
DataBuffer, the three CPUs from Listing 5, as well as the generated Registry and BindService classes that are used
to setup the Java RMI connections. A deployment diagram of the system is illustrated in Figure 13. Here the Java RMI server
(which is used to obtain references to remote objects during initialisation) and the execution engine (Harvi) run on separate
servers (in the cloud). The vehicle and LiveSystem applications, on the other hand, run on the smart devices installed in the
vehicles.

Delegate

CPU_Engine CPU_HarvesterCPU_GrainCart

BindService

Registry

CPU

DataBuffer

Route
GPS position
Harvester data
Virtual load tracking

LiveSystem

HarvesterDataListener

GpsDataListener

Log

View

Controller
Model

FIGURE 12 High-level class diagram of the LiveSystem and the distributed model

4.3.3 C3: Publish/Subscribe Paho (RabbitMQ)
Compared to C2, the Pub/Sub paradigm decouples C3 from the LiveSystem, which makes a data structure like the
DataBuffer unnecessary. Instead the LiveSystem uses the EventService to retrieve information about the harvest,
as shown in Figure 14. The EventService is realised using a code generation extension that targets Paho RabbitMQ. The
reason for this choice of technology is that AGCO A/S already has a cloud infrastructure in place that uses this technology.
Hence C3 could more easily be integrated with the company’s existing communication infrastructure, which is responsible for
executing the EventService. The resulting deployment of the On-line Guidance System is illustrated in Figure 15, which
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FIGURE 13 Deployment diagram of the RMI-based On-line Guidance System

shows how the execution engine and live system components interact via this communication infrastructure. From a develop-
ment perspective, the changes needed to support Pub/Sub communication were similar to those needed to support for RMI. As
for C2, these changes did not require changing the core algorithms.

LiveSystem

HarvesterDataListener

GpsDataListener

View

ControllerModel

EventServiceLogger

FIGURE 14 High-level class diagram of the Pub/Sub based LiveSystem

4.4 Validation
The development approach presented in this paper uses different models to gradually comprehend complexity: initially, a
sequential model, written in VDM++, is used to capture system requirements and validate functionality. Afterwards this model
evolves to new distributed system models that are realised using code generation extensions.

In this section, we describe how the harvest planning system was validated. Concretely, how we ensured the correctness of
the different models and the corresponding implementations produced using code generation.

4.4.1 Model validation
From the perspective of an individual model, the harvest planning system is primarily validated through execution of harvest
scenarios specified using VDMUnit. In addition to making assertions about the outcome of harvest operations (e.g. all rows
have been harvested), these tests also contribute to ensuring the internal consistency of the model. In VDM, this can, for
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FIGURE 15 Deployment diagram of the RabbitMQ based On-line Guidance System

example, be achieved by analysing the contracts of the model (i.e. the pre- and postconditions, and invariants) that describe the
system’s desired properties. These checks are performed automatically by the VDM interpreter when the model is executed. As
an example, the model requires (at all times) that the load level of any resource must not exceed the capacity of that resource.
In the model, this is expressed using a VDM invariant as shown in Listing 8.�
class Resource
...
instance variables
capacity : Global‘Volume;
loadLevel : Global‘Volume :=0;

inv capacity + Global‘EPSILON >= loadLevel;
...
� �

Listing 8: Example of an instance variable invariant in VDM

Section 3.3 discusses the challenges related to ensuring that a model can rightfully be considered a refinement of some other
model. For the harvest planning system, we use the same VDMUnit tests to ensure consistency between the different harvest
planning system models. This is possible since each refinement of an abstract model only adds more details, hence it must pass
the same tests as the most abstract one. However, more concrete models may introduce additional tests that account for the extra
details added. For example, the Pub/Sub model M3 introduces additional tests that validate the Pub/Sub communication/library,
as indicated by the number of tests in Table 1 . M2, on the other hand, does not use additional tests to validate RMI based
communication as this is already handled by the existing M1 tests. Furthermore, the log files produced by simulating harvest
operations (scenarios) (see Section 4.2.1) form harvest plans that can be used to validate the different SUD representations as
shown in Figure 16. Concretely, by checking that different system representations produce the same logs. These two approaches
are sufficient for validating our SUD with respect to the requirements.

4.4.2 System realisation validation
The main challenges of ensuring that the code generation translation rules are valid are discussed in Section 3.3. For the reasons
given in that section, the generated JUnit tests give us sufficient confidence in the correctness of the system implementations.
Furthermore, the generated tests have also been used to validate the RMI and Pub/Sub implementations as these must exhibit
the same functional behaviour as C1. This further increases our confidence in the correctness of the generated RMI and Pub/Sub
based implementations. In general, there can be different ways (as exemplified by our case study) to validate the SUD, as part
of our suggested approach.
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FIGURE 16 Log based validation of different system versions

5 RELATED WORK

In this paper we extended upon an existing VDM methodology6 in order to cope with challenges related to realising different
communication architectures. In this context, various integrated tool-chains enable a similar holistic development approach
for distributed system development. Especially, the related work presented below can be used when applying the suggested
approach. The ASSERT Set of Tools for Engineering (TASTE)37, developed by the European Space Agency, considers the
entire architecture of the SUD. This is achieved using the Architecture Analysis and Design Language, which is comparable
to the system definition in VDM-RT. Based on this, TASTE supports integration of code generated using external tools. The
integration is enabled by means of a common interface between components provided by the data modelling language Abstract
Syntax Notation One. TASTE uses this language to generate the boiler-plate code that is needed to integrate the different
components. For distributed systems, this data language provides common data types that can be shared between the nodes in
the model. However, while TASTE targets integration of generated code, we propose to integrate code generators according to
model extensions.

Similar to the Java RMI code generator presented in this paper, there exists another code generator that enables translation of
distributed VDM-RT models into C code24. This code generator could in principle be used to implement the harvest planning
system, if desired. However, this C code generator for distributed software systems generates code which manually has to be
tailored for specific platforms. Hence it does not fully follow our suggested approach for developing systematic code generation
extensions. Another tool-chain is the Distributed Object Model Environment (DOME)38,39 which enables objects located on
different nodes to communicate in a way similar to that of VDM-RT. DOME enables one to express real-time constraints and
provides a runtime environment to facilitate system realisation. Compared to our approach, DOME does not consider different
communication paradigms during modelling and code generation. The tool Programming Temporally Integrated Distributed
Embedded Systems (PTides)40 focuses on capturing temporal system aspects such as real time requirements. Based on this, a
code generator is used to integrate generated code with a real-time operating system, called PtidyOS, to produce executable
applications for each node in the network. Furthermore, PTides focuses on real time distributed system, while our approach
focuses on modelling different communication paradigms together with systematic code generation extensions. However, both
DOME and PTides could apply the suggested approach, if they make systematic extensions for supporting new system aspects.

Some researchers advocate the application of models to comprehend complexity, and afterwards use code generation for
realisation purposes. These model based approaches41,42 suggest to initially use abstract models to capture the important system
aspects, for example specified using the Unified Modelling Language. Based on these models, a code generator can then be used
to target specific software and hardware architectures, which is similar to what we do. As an example, Fred et al.43 present an
approach that targets the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) middleware, while Schreiner et al.44 use the
AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR). Other approaches consider network protocols such as FlexRay45 and
the Controller Area Network46. All of these approaches show that it is feasible to automate the realisation of models towards
distributed architectures.
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6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we presented an approach for developing distributed systems that supports abstract reasoning about distinct com-
munication paradigms. This approach suggests to systematically extend a modelling notation in order to gradually comprehend
system complexity.

The paper contains three contributions: First, it proposes guidelines for developing distributed systems, where the different
facets are introduced gradually through systematic modelling extensions. Second, it shows how code generation capabilities
can be created to target technology specific realisations. Third, the paper demonstrates the guidelines and code generation
capabilities using an industrial case study involving the development of a harvesting planning system. Late in this project, the
communication infrastructure was changed due to new insights which led to a requirement change.

During development, the approach enabled us to decouple core functionality and communication concerns in order to grad-
ually comprehend system complexity. Furthermore, we spent most of the time validating system-wide functionality. In this
context, the model extensions allowed us to more easily change the underlying communication paradigm, while the code gen-
eration extensions enabled us to realise the different models. However, having models that evolve in this way, introduces new
challenges from a model maintenance perspective. For example, introducing Pub/Sub communication necessitated functionality
modifications in the original model due to the use of a different communication paradigm. Consequently, it becomes essential to
only alter functionality at the level of the interface, as was done when the Pub/Sub communication extension was introduced in
M3. Additional challenges relate to integration of legacy software artefacts and development of heterogeneous systems where
different components may be implemented using different technologies (programming languages, operating systems etc.). The
former may be supported using a interface bridge such as that offered by the Overture tool, which enables combined execu-
tion of VDM and Java. The latter provides motivation for future work in terms of code generation. In particular because the
harvesting planning system is a homogeneous software system where all the generated components are currently implemented
using Java. In the future we plan to consider how model and code generation extensions can be designed to better support
heterogeneous setups. Specifically setups where generated components that use different implementation technologies interact.

Nevertheless, we think that the proposed development approach provides a balanced process for developing distributed
software systems such as the harvest planning system: The modelling notation and extensions enable one to reason about the
desired properties of a SUD, while code generation allows one to reuse model components and code generation extensions for
future product development.
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